


Our Code of Ethics 
 
 
 
No-delegable Quality 

 
- You shall extend the performance or tasks with the importance of 

professionalism 
- You shall seek for an excellence work in appropriate level of 

competence 
- You shall judge ones work in accordance to  knowledgeable and 

technical criticisms 
- You shall setting up your goals through the advance performance  
- Establishing a good reputation to the observation of the others 

but not to the just perspective of yours  
- Evaluate self performance towards the progress of tasks to lead a 

breakthrough performance 
 
Traceability, which reduces occasions for wastes and frauds. 
 

1.) Traceability 

- Traceability, according to the book, the topic which fraud and 

waste was found in the net, says that it is to track or trace 

products, while according to the Wikipedia, it says that 

traceability is “referring to the completeness of the information 

about every steps in a process chain. It is also an ability to 

chronologically interrelate the uniquely identify the entities in a 

way that is verifying something. It is the ability to verify a certain 

history, location, application of an item by means of documented 

recorded identification.” 

 

2.) Traceability occasions for waste and fraud. 

- According to my research, this topic talks about the waste from 

food which other people may not be thinking what will happen if 

they go wasting something precious food, materials, or anything 

which can be useful for us. 

 

3.) Breadth 

- Breadth is something that can store record and gets all 

information needed for us. It can grow as a huge corporation. It 

is a system that excludes many attributes like processing, sale 



from producer to wholesaler or retailer, transportation, storage, 

harvest, cultivation, bean. 

 

4.) Depth 

- It is how the system tracks down the given important 

information. Examples were given in the class when my 

professor was discussing. It is better off when it comes to fair-

trade than middleman, we can earn more when it is fair-trade. 

Example, the Starbucks coffee, they rather have fair-trade than 

going thru the process of middle man. 

 

5.) Precision 

- Precision talks about the assurance that a system can either be 

tracked down or can give out specific information for the 

movement of the productions or the character of the product 

itself. 

Respect for privacy and avoidance of conflicts of interest 

Treating people with respect makes your world a nicer place to live in, whether 
it's at home, at school, or out in your community. And it's easy - all you have to 
do is treat people the way you like to have them treat you. 

 We live in a diverse nation made up of many different cultures, languages, 
races, and backgrounds. That kind of variety can make all our lives a lot more fun 
and interesting, but only if we get along with each other. And to do that we have 
to respect each other. In addition to the list above, here are some ways we can 
respect people who are different from us. 

• Try to learn something from the other person. 

• Never stereotype people. 

• Show interest and appreciation for other people's cultures and backgrounds. 

• Don't go along with prejudices and racist attitudes. 

  



Avoidance of conflicts of interests 

All persons must avoid conflicts of interest between their private financial 
activities and their part in the conduct of company business. All should be 
sensitive to which their actions should not conflict to the jobs of others. There 
must be communications to every people affecting the cycles of interest. All 
should treat their job honestly and not being unfair and not taking advantage of 
other people in their range. If all people should follow this, then conflicts of 
interest will never be visible. 

 Antidiscrimination which is required by law but inserted to complete the 
code 

Duty to the profession 

• Being an IS professional, you shall not discriminate others by their gender 

(gay, lesbian, etc.) 

• You shall take into consideration the upcoming employees personal status 

• You should not prioritize your relatives, friends , and family member on the 

field 

• You shall abide the rules set by the company 

• You should not use your power/position to accommodate people 

• You should not use emotions dealing with other people and dealing with 

decisions 

• You  should treat fairly the disabled person 

• You should respect other people’s religion 

• You should practice and respect employees privacy 

• You shall take into consideration the age of the employees 

 

Empowerment through organizational freedom, responsibility and authority 

             Empowerment comes in different forms and purposes. An organization 
needs to be an influence within themselves and externally, by acts of good-faith. 
Social and economic factors should be considered primarily with these acts. 

 Organizational Freedom 

             All members of the organization should act on their natural free will that 
is by positive means. An employee is free to do and think anything that will prove 
beneficial for the organization. For example, an employee in an IT industry 
should be free to suggest to the top executives his views on how to improve their 
service. 

  



Responsibility 

             All members of the organization are responsible of his and his 
colleague’s actions. All actions done inside the organization’s boundaries should 
reflect to all members. For example, an installation of a new hardware in a 
manufacturing firm should be announced to all members, since that act is all 
about the organization itself. 

 Authority 

             An organization must not fail to recognize authority. People labeled as an 
authority must empower his subordinates in good-faith. For example, a manager 
in an organization must discipline his people accordingly. But he must take 
ethical considerations in doing so. 

 

True Report 

                 It is important in every individual or groups of people that their reports 
are true, because naturally nobody 

wants to receive reports that are known to be untrue. It is also important that the 
law does not require the individual or group 

to investigate and prove that their report is false. If a true report is made in bad 
faith it will nevertheless be in the individual’s 

interest that the report should be made. 

 it can gain public interest if a report was reported true and not false 

• it is in the persons choice whether he/she will report a true report 
• nobody wants a false report 



Integrity 

   Acording to WikiAnswers, integrity comes from the Greek words 'integritas' and 
'integra' meaning whole. It enters into any aspect of one's life. It's belief system 
without faltering no matter how dangerous, how unpopular the person makes 
themselves to others. It includes: sincerity, keeping one's word and agreements, 
honesty, truthfulness, ethics, fairness and justice, punctuality and never faltering 
for what one believes in. A quote regarding integrity is 'It is better to have an 
enemy who keeps his word, than a friend who does 
not..(http://zhou1.pbworks.com/Integrity?edit=1&new=1&referer=http%3A%2F%2
Fzhou1.pbworks.com%2F) 

  

     Integrity is very important to every individual because it always brings 
honesty, truthfulness and honor to you company. In our everyday lives, always 
look and work at your best because we never know who is going to come and we 
always carry our company’s name as an accessory. In working to a prestigious 
company, always protect your company’s confidential information, assets, 
documents and resources. When at work always prioritize every task that are 
given to us and work with integrity. 

     At work, integrity is not an accessory that one can put on and take off when it 
is convenient. Though, our behaviors during work loads are more important than 
to seem convenient and it plays a large part in working whether people show up 
in integrity or not. Integrity is to show what kind of attitude you have during work, 
how people act during work and it seems to change in anyways whether it is 
convenient. 

 


